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Adapting Paper-Based Tests for Computer Administration: 
Lessons Learned from 30 Years of  
Mode Effects Studies in Education 

 
Sarah Lynch1, University of British Columbia 

 
In today’s digital age, tests are increasingly being delivered on computers. Many of these computer-
based tests (CBTs) have been adapted from paper-based tests (PBTs). However, this change in mode 
of test administration has the potential to introduce construct-irrelevant variance, affecting the validity 
of score interpretations. Because of this, when scores from a CBT are to be interpreted in the same 
way as a PBT, evidence is needed to support the reliability and validity these scores (AERA et al. 
2014). Numerous studies have investigated the impact of changing the mode of test delivery from 
paper to computer, not only in terms of their psychometric properties, but also with regard to possible 
sources of construct-irrelevant variance. This article summarizes the main lessons learned from mode 
effects studies in education over the past 30 years and discusses some of the questions remaining. 
 
Keywords: computerized assessment, test administration mode, mode effects, educational tests 

Introduction 
 In today’s digital age, computers and other 
electronic devices are commonplace in many regions 
of the world. In 2019, 47% of households around the 
world had a computer in their home, and 57% had 
access to the Internet via a computer or other 
electronic device (International Telecommunication 
Union, 2020). This rate was higher in industrialized 
countries, where approximately 75% had a home 
computer, and roughly 84% had Internet access via a 
computer or other electronic device (International 
Telecommunication Union, 2020). With computers 
now playing a pivotal role in our daily lives, many 
educational tests have transitioned from paper-based 
to computer-based administration, a transition which 
has been accelerated by recent historical events. 

 

 
1 The author would like to thank Dr. Bruno Zumbo (University of British Columbia) for his guidance and thoughtful feedback on this 
research, as well as Dr. Anita Hubley and Dr. Ed Kroc (University of British Columbia) for their supportive discussion. 

 Over the past two years, test users have needed to 
quickly adapt to a new reality. In early 2020, the global 
COVID-19 pandemic led to lockdowns and social 
distancing measures, forcing many schools and testing 
organizations that had been administering in-person 
paper-based tests (PBTs) to quickly transition to 
administering computer-based tests (CBTs). Even tests 
that had already transitioned to in-person 
computerized administration were forced to deliver 
their CBTs remotely. The Standards for Educational and 
Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014) state that a 
rationale is needed for adapting a test to a new mode 
of administration. Given the COVID-19 safety 
concerns, there has been very good reason to adapt 
paper-and-pencil tests for computer administration.  

 The benefits of CBTs over PBTs are also a major 
motivation for the transition. Computerized tests are 
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more efficient than their paper-based counterparts 
because scoring is automated, enabling faster reporting 
and feedback; administration is better controlled, 
improving standardization and test security; and more 
data can be gathered, permitting more sophisticated 
psychometric analyses (Way & Robin, 2016; Wise, 
2018). CBTs may also enhance the validity of 
inferences made from test scores and the fairness of a 
test as they permit the inclusion of novel item types 
and accessibility options, which can allow examinees to 
better demonstrate their knowledge, skills, or abilities. 
However, one drawback of CBTs is that, when needing 
to compare tests administered on paper and by 
computer, the change in mode may result in 
comparability issues with PBTs (Wise, 2018). As a 
result, the comparability of PBT and CBT scores has 
been a growing area of research for the past 30 years. 

 It should be noted that the literature in this area 
contains a multitude of terms and definitions, resulting 
in some ambiguity. Some terms refer to the device used 
to administer the test (e.g., paper-and-pencil based 
tests, computer-based tests, tablet-based tests), while 
others refer to the technology through which the test 
information is accessed (e.g., online tests, Internet-
based tests). For the purposes of this review, the term 
computer-based tests will be used to include tests 
administered via the following devices: desktop 
computers, laptops, and tablets.  

 Studies that examine the comparability of PBTs 
and CBTs are often referred to as comparability studies 
or mode effects studies. Regardless of test 
administration mode, test takers should receive 
comparable scores, and the interpretations and 
decisions based on those scores should be the same. 
Thus, many mode effects studies provide valuable 
insight into how to effectively adapt traditionally 
administered paper-and-pencil tests for computer 
administration. 

 This literature review will examine the trends and 
lessons learned from comparability studies on paper-
based and computer-based tests in education. In this 
discussion, the term computer-based test refers to 
linear or fixed length tests delivered via computer, 
where all examinees receive either the same test 
containing the same items (although their order may 
vary) or alternate forms of a test that have been 
developed according to the same specifications 

 (Association of Test Publishers, 2002). Computer 
adaptive tests (CATs), where the computer administers 
items to an examinee based on their responses to 
previous items, are not discussed.   

A Brief History of Computer-Based Tests  

 CBTs have evolved considerably over the past 50 
years. In the early 1970s, computers were mainly used 
to administer and score educational and psychological 
tests, but in the mid-1970s, advances in psychometrics, 
particularly item response theory, shifted the focus to 
tailoring test items to individual test takers, and the 
power of computers was harnessed to deliver these 
adaptive tests (Moncaleano & Russell, 2018). In the 
1980s, the continued advancements in psychometric 
theory and increasing availability of personal 
computers led to the expansion of CATs and CBTs 
into educational testing, which continued to flourish 
into the 1990s, leading to the rising demand for 
securely delivered standardized CBTs and the 
establishment of fully-equipped testing centres around 
the world (Way & Robin, 2016; Zumbo, 2021). During 
this time, many large-scale educational tests had 
transitioned from paper-based to computer-based 
administration, such as the Graduate Record Exam 
(GRE), the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL), and the Graduate Management Admission 
Test (GMAT) (Moncaleano & Russell, 2018; Way & 
Robin, 2016). In the early 2000s, CBTs were 
introduced for K-12 standardized testing in the U.S., 
but because of the differing availability of information 
and communications technologies (ICT) across 
schools and regions, these tests had to be offered in 
both modes (Way & Robin, 2016). By the mid-2010s, 
increased investment in ICT for schools led to 
computer-based testing becoming the norm 
(Moncaleano & Russell, 2018). At this point, many 
large-scale tests had moved from paper-based to 
computerized administration, but not all had. In early 
2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the 
need to adapt tests for new modes of delivery, 
specifically for remote online testing. For large-scale 
testing companies, PBTs needed to quickly be adapted 
for computer-based administration, or existing CBTs 
needed to transition from in-person proctored 
administration in testing centers to remote proctored 
administration in examinees’ homes or workplaces 
(Zumbo, 2021). 
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Implications for Validity and Fairness 

 The adaptation of PBTs to CBTs has implications 
for validity and fairness. Validity can be defined as “the 
degree to which evidence and theory support the 
interpretations of test scores for proposed uses of 
tests” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 11). One major threat to 
validity is construct-irrelevant variance, when test 
scores are affected by variance from constructs other 
than the one intended to be measured (Messick, 1995). 
Changing a test’s mode of administration has the 
potential to introduce numerous sources of construct-
irrelevant variance and thus affect the interpretation of 
test scores. For example, taking a test on a computer 
requires some degree of computer skills, and these 
skills, or lack thereof, could potentially be captured in 
an examinee’s test score. The specific type of 
construct-irrelevant variance introduced by the mode 
of test administration is often referred to as a mode 
effect. A mode effect in the broadest sense is “any 
difference found in test performance that is attributed 
to the mode of administration” (Way et al., 2015, p. 
263). Another concern intertwined with validity is 
fairness. Fairness means that a test “reflects the same 
construct(s) for all test takers, and scores from it have 
the same meaning for all individuals in the intended 
population” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 50). When adapting 
PBTs to CBTs, it is important to consider the test 
takers and their contexts. No one should be 
disadvantaged by the mode of test delivery and 
measures should be taken to ensure the adapted test is 
a fair measure of each examinee’s knowledge, skill, or 
ability. For example, to mitigate the unfair effects of 
computer skills on performance, test administrators 
can provide examinees with a tutorial or practice test 
items to familiarize them with the CBT interface prior 
to the official test administration. 

 Because changing a test’s mode of administration 
has the potential to introduce various sources of 
construct-irrelevant variance, the Standards for 
Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014) 
caution against assuming the interchangeability of 
scores from a PBT and adapted CBT without evidence; 
thus, evidence should be gathered to support the 
reliability of test scores and validity of score 
interpretations when paper-based measures are 
adapted for computer-based delivery, or when both 
modes are administered concomitantly. 

 

Guidelines for Best Practices   

 To address these comparability concerns, the 
Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA 
et al., 2014) and the International Guidelines on Computer-
Based and Internet Delivered Testing (International Test 
Commission [ITC], 2005) outline best practices when 
such adaptations are made. Both publications 
underscore the need to demonstrate the comparability 
of the two test modes and minimize sources of 
construct-irrelevant variance. The ITC guidelines 
(2005) are specific in their recommendations, stating 
that a PBT and CBT should be comparable in terms of 
their reliabilities, means and standard deviations; the 
two versions should be correlated, and should correlate 
with similar measures; and a CBT should be designed 
to minimize sources of construct-irrelevant variance. 
The AERA et al. (2014) provide more general advice, 
stating that empirical evidence supporting the validity 
of interpretations and the reliability of test scores of a 
CBT adapted from a PBT is warranted, and that 
potential sources of construct-irrelevant variance 
should be considered. 

 What these guidelines make clear is that scores 
from a CBT adapted from a PBT should not be treated 
as comparable without evidence. As a result, many 
comparability studies have examined not only the 
psychometric properties of PBTs and CBTs, but also 
the potential sources of construct-irrelevant variance. 

 

Literature Review 

 The aim of this literature review is to summarize 
the findings of mode effects studies in educational 
testing over the past 30 years. This builds on an earlier 
literature review by Leeson (2006) that examined issues 
in computer-based testing related to participants and 
technology. Because the design of mode effects studies 
has important implications for the generalizability of 
findings and causal inferences made, this review 
focuses on peer-reviewed studies that used 
experimental, quasi-experimental, and in some cases 
mixed methods designs, in order to investigate 
potential sources of mode effects. 

 Based on a review of comparability studies on 
educational tests over the past 30 years, the potential 
sources of mode effects can be grouped into the 
following broad and overlapping categories: test  
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navigation and layout, item characteristics, cognitive 
processes, raters’ scoring, and examinee characteristics. 
Each of these factors can affect how examinees 
interact with an item on paper versus a computer and 
can potentially result in score differences. However, it 
is important keep in mind that, given people’s 
increased familiarity and comfort with computers over 
the past decades, the applicability of findings from 30 
or even 10 years ago are worth reconsidering. Further 
research into whether certain potential sources of 
mode effects still affect examinees in the same way 
would be valuable.  

Test Navigation and Layout  

 Differences in the navigation and layout of a paper-
based versus a computer-based test have the potential 
to impact test scores. Although attempts are generally 
made to make the layout as similar as possible when 
adapting a PBT for CBT administration, more 
information can fit on a piece of paper than a computer 
screen, affecting an examinee’s navigation through a 
test. Differences in test navigation and layout that have 
been frequently investigated are item review and 
scrolling. 

 Item Review. One controllable difference in how 
examinees navigate through a paper-based or 
computer-based test is the flexibility to review and 
change their responses to items. Item review is 
inherent in PBTs but may or may not be permitted in 
CBTs. Studies on item review have shown that many 
examinees do indeed change some of their responses 
when given the opportunity, and that more often than 
not, their test scores increase as a result (e.g., 
Papanastasiou, 2015; Revuelta et al., 2003; Vispoel, 
2000). Perhaps more importantly, as Vispoel (1998) 
highlights, allowing item review can increase the 
validity of test score interpretations when it reduces 
sources of construct-irrelevant variance such as test 
anxiety, typos, or errors in comprehending items 
because the scores would more accurately represent 
the examinee’s ability and would be less contaminated 
with error. The trade-off is that permitting item review 
has been found to increase testing time (e.g., Bodmann 
& Robinson, 2004; Revuelta et al., 2003; Vispoel, 
2000).  

 Several mode effects studies have investigated the 
impact of permitting or prohibiting item review and 
have found mixed results. One study by Luecht et al. 
(1998) investigated the impact of item review using 

parallel forms of the Comprehensive Basic Sciences 
Examination (CBSE), a multiple-choice practice exam 
for medical students. Comparing scores on a PBT and 
two CBTs (one permitting and one prohibiting item 
review), they found no significant differences in scores 
for PBTs and CBTs administered with and without the 
option to review items; however, in a follow up survey, 
20% of students who had taken the CBT that 
prohibited item review noted it as feature they disliked. 
In a similarly designed investigation of an 
undergraduate psychology test, Bodmann and 
Robinson (2004) found no significant differences in 
scores for either CBT condition. More recently, in a 
mode effects study of a multiple-choice TOEFL 
reading comprehension test, Toroujeni (2021) 
compared scores across the same three above 
mentioned testing conditions. While no significant 
difference was found between the mean scores on the 
PBT and either of the CBTs, a significant difference 
was detected between the two CBTs, with mean scores 
being significantly higher for the CBT that permitted 
item review. A similar study by Goldberg and Pedulla 
(2002) of a GRE practice exam found that examinees 
taking the PBT outperformed those taking the CBT 
prohibiting review on all three subtests, while 
examinees taking the CBT permitting review 
outperformed them on one of the three subtests.  

 Based on the existing research, it seems that when 
adapting a test for computer administration, 
prohibiting item review may negatively impact 
examinees’ test scores and lead to validity and fairness 
issues. Therefore, it is advantageous to permit item 
review in CBTs as it can strengthen the validity of score 
interpretations by reducing sources of construct-
irrelevant variance. It can also improve fairness across 
modes since item review is inherent in PBTs. What is 
more, permitting item review can improve examinees’ 
test taking experience since it has been shown to be a 
desired feature of tests. 

 Scrolling. Another difference in the navigation of 
PBTs and CBTs is that examinees can easily scan the 
entire content of a PBT and flip back and forth 
through its pages, whereas they must often scroll 
though the content of a CBT. The need to scroll 
typically occurs in two parts of a CBT: through a 
stimulus and its associated items, or through a list of 
item options. 
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 Scrolling through a Stimulus and Items. Because more 
information can fit on a written page than on a screen, 
PBT examinees can typically view a stimulus and items 
all together, either displayed on a single page or placed 
side by side on two pages of a test booklet. However, 
CBT examinees often need to scroll up and down, or 
back and forth to see the stimulus and items on their 
computer screen. Scrolling is a concern because it has 
been proposed that readers may be able to remember 
and find the fixed location of information on a printed 
page better than on a computer screen since the 
relative position of the information on a screen moves 
as one scrolls (Dillon, 1992). Several comparability 
studies have speculated that scrolling through a 
stimulus and items may have resulted in mode effects 
that disadvantaged CBT examinees (e.g., Choi & 
Tinkler, 2002; Keng et al., 2008; Poggio et al., 2005). 

 Scrolling versus Paging. Depending on the computer-
based testing interface, scrolling may not be the only 
option to view a stimulus. In some cases, long stimuli 
can be separated into sections and placed on separate 
pages, requiring the examinee to click to move to the 
next page (i.e., paging). In an effort to identify the best 
way to present extended texts in CBTs, Higgins et al. 
(2005) and Pommerich (2004) investigated the effects 
of scrolling versus paging. Examining three testing 
conditions (a PBT, a CBT with scrolling, and a CBT 
with paging) for a fourth grade reading test, Higgins et 
al. (2005) found no statistically significant difference in 
mean test scores across the three testing conditions but 
did note that the mean test score for the PBT was 6% 
higher than the CBT with scrolling. Comparing the 
same two CBT conditions in tests of science reasoning 
and reading, Pommerich (2004) noted a significantly 
higher mean test score for the science reasoning CBT 
with paging relative to scrolling, whereas no significant 
difference was detected between the two reading CBT 
conditions.  

 The lesson learned from these studies is that when 
designing a CBT that involves a lengthy stimulus, such 
as a reading, permitting paging rather than scrolling 
may reduce a source of construct irrelevant variance 
and lead to more accurate test scores. However, more 
current research on this aspect of computerized testing 
would be beneficial since examinees today are 
presumably more accustomed to the navigation 
requirements of CBTs. Twenty to thirty years ago, 
scrolling was a source of concern because it was 
believed that spatial awareness differed when reading 

on paper versus a screen (Dillon, 1992). However, 
since people’s experience reading on screens has 
increased over the past 20 years, this may no longer be 
of concern. 

 Scrolling through Item Options. Scrolling through item 
options is a fundamental concern because examinees 
may not realize the need to scroll and may fail to see all 
of the options. This can lead to errors in measurement. 
In their investigation of item properties across PBTs 
and CBTs, several studies have suggested that scrolling 
may have contributed to mode effects for certain test 
items. On a state-wide math and language arts test, 
Keng et al. (2008) conducted a differential item 
functioning (DIF) analysis using the test mode (PBT 
vs CBT) as the grouping variable, and observed that 
two items exhibiting DIF required scrolling through 
the item options. One math item that contained 
diagrams in both the stimulus and item options was 
entirely visible on a single page of the PBT, but only 
the first two options were visible on the CBT. Because 
the correct answer was the second option, Keng et al. 
(2008) speculated that some students may not have 
realized the need to scroll to see the final two options, 
resulting in more CBT examinees selecting the correct 
response. In the language arts portion of the same test, 
one item involved selecting the best summary of a text 
from a list of options. They suggested that the CBT 
examinees may have been disadvantaged by the need 
to scroll through the options, whereas the PBT 
examinees could view them all on one page. More 
recently, Buerger et al. (2019) examined item formats 
in a large-scale reading assessment. They found that 
combo box items (i.e., drop down boxes) where 
examinees had to scroll down through a list of options 
tended to be more difficult on computer than paper. 
Likewise, Gu et al. (2020) found that a multiple-select 
list item in a Chinese test of critical thinking was 
significantly more difficult on computer than paper. 
Upon further investigation, they observed that the item 
on the CBT required scrolling to see all options, 
whereas the options appeared all together on the PBT.  

 There is an important lesson to be gained from 
these studies regarding item presentation on CBTs. 
When item options are not all visible to examinees and 
scrolling is required, this can introduce error into a test 
score. Items that require scrolling due to drop-down 
boxes, multi-select lists, or lengthy options seem 
particularly prone to this formatting problem. Thus, 
care should be taken when designing CBTs to ensure 
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that all options are visible to examinees at once. If an 
item cannot be formatted in such a way, using a 
different item format, or editing the item would help 
reduce this source of error. 

Item Characteristics  

 Item Format. Another potential source of mode 
effects is item format. Here item formats are discussed 
broadly in terms of selected-response (SR) versus 
constructed-response (CR). Many SR item formats are 
highly structured, and answers are restricted to 
selecting a correct option (or options) from a list, or 
matching pieces of information. CR item formats are 
less structured and restricted, requiring examinees to 
write a response ranging from one or two words (e.g., 
fill-in-the-blank) to an entire text (e.g., essays). 

 Selected Response versus Constructed Response. In tests 
that contain both SR and short CR item formats, some 
studies have found that CR item formats tend to be 
more susceptible to mode effects. Russell and Haney 
(1997) conducted a comparability study with middle 
school students using a test consisting of National 
Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) language 
arts, science, and math items. The test contained 
primarily multiple choice (MC) items with some short 
answer items. No mode effects were detected for the 
MC items, but students taking the CBT performed 
significantly better on the science and language arts 
short answer items. Contrary to Russell and Haney’s 
findings, two mode effects studies by Bennett et al. 
(2008) and Sandene et al. (2005) of the same state-level 
math test found that items tended to be more difficult 
on the CBT, and that CR items were more difficult 
than MC items, with the mean differences for CR items 
nearly twice as large than for MC items. They noted 
that the CR items exhibiting DIF all required 
considerable editing for computer presentation. 
Similarly, examining DIF across modes of the 
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College 
and Careers (PARCC), Liu et al. (2016) found that CR 
math items tended to function differently across 
modes, with more items on the grades 3-8 tests 
favoring CBT examinees, and more items on the high 
school tests favoring PBT examinees. 

 The inconsistent results from these studies suggest 
that SR items may be less prone to mode effects than 
short CR items. Moreover, CR items seem to 
sometimes benefit PBT examinees and other times 
benefit CBT examinees; they may also function 

differently in different subjects. The reasons for these 
differences remain unknown, but researchers suggest 
presentation differences between modes could impact 
examinees’ response processes, thus affecting their 
performance on the item. 

 Writing Tests. Whereas SR items are typically 
objectively scored, CR items tend to be subjectively 
scored by human raters. Thus, to investigate whether 
differences in CR items, particularly extended written 
responses, are due to test delivery mode rather than 
rater bias toward the presentation mode, steps should 
be taken to disentangle these two potential sources of 
error. Several studies have mitigated mode-related rater 
bias by having the handwritten PBT responses typed 
verbatim on computer and intermixing them with the 
CBT responses when presented to raters. One such 
comparability study by Russell and Haney (1997) 
involving middle school students found that CBT 
examinees significantly outperformed PBT examinees, 
with the former writing nearly twice as much and better 
organizing their responses into paragraphs. Russell and 
Plati (2001) continued this line of research on a 
statewide composition test and found again that 
students taking the CBT wrote longer essays and 
received higher scores than students taking the PBT. 
Linking this performance difference to students’ 
computer usage, they concluded that PBTs consisting 
of extended constructed response items may “severely 
underestimate the achievement of students 
accustomed to writing using a computer” (Russell & 
Plati, 2001, par 1). More recently, Jin and Yan (2017) 
conducted a comparability study of the College English 
Test in China using the same approach to prevent 
mode-related rater bias. They found that, overall, 
students performed significantly better on the CBT 
than the PBT, and that when writing on a computer, 
students produced texts that were considerably longer, 
contained longer sentences and fewer errors than when 
using a pen and paper. They also associated these 
higher scores with higher levels of computer 
familiarity.  

 Even though better performance on CBT writing 
tasks may seem expected given people’s familiarity 
with writing on computer, other studies have found 
either no performance differences between modes or 
mixed results. For instance, Sandene et al. (2005) and 
Horkay et al. (2006) examined the writing portion of 
the NAEP. Reducing rater bias by double marking a 
subset of essays and typing several handwritten 
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responses, they found no significant differences 
between CBT and PBT writing tasks in terms of mean 
test scores or length of texts. A more recent study by 
Chan et al. (2018) found mixed results for an English 
for Academic Purposes (EAP) writing test. Deeming 
the comparison of handwritten and word processed 
texts appropriate by examining rater severity and 
reliability, they detected no mode effects in overall test 
scores; however, they did detect mode effects in one of 
the scoring rubric domains (lexical resources) that 
favored handwritten texts. Chan et al. (2018) 
hypothesized that “some writing sub-constructs are 
being elicited slightly differently under the two modes” 
(p. 45). Another study with mixed results by Brunfaut 
et al. (2018) reported on the writing portion of an 
English language proficiency exam. Although they 
mentioned that measures were taken to avoid rater-
dependence, little detail was given. Comparing PBT 
and CBT scores across three levels of English 
proficiency and two task types, they found that 
students with lower proficiency performed 
significantly better on one task when writing on paper; 
however, for the remaining levels and tasks, there were 
no significant differences between PBT and CBT 
scores.  

 Far fewer studies have found that writers perform 
better on PBTs than CBTs. However, one study of an 
adult literacy functional writing test by Chen et al. 
(2011) found such results. After conducting a rater bias 
analysis and determining there were no significant 
scoring differences, they observed that adults who took 
the PBT significantly outperformed those that took the 
CBT on all three writing tasks. They also noted that for 
two of the three tasks there were no significant 
differences in text length, and even though CBT 
examinees produced longer texts the remaining task, 
they did not score higher.  

 Based on the research in writing studies, evidence 
suggests that computer skills, specifically word 
processing skills, are one possible explanation for 
better writing performance on computers than paper. 
If an examinee has word processing skills, they are 
likely better able to demonstrate their writing ability on 
a CBT than a PBT as they can more easily revise and 
edit their text on computer. Another related 
explanation for these mode effects is the congruence 
between mode of learning and mode of testing. Some 
researchers recommend that the testing mode should 
correspond to the learning; in other words, if 

something is learned on a computer, it should be tested 
on a computer (Clariana & Wallace, 2002). Therefore, 
in the one study by Chen et al. (2011) that found better 
performance on the PBT, one wonders if the fact that 
the participants were older adults who likely learned to 
write by hand explains the results. Understanding the 
learning experiences of examinees is perhaps an 
overlooked aspect of fair and valid testing. Nowadays 
CBTs are ubiquitous, and it is often assumed that 
examinees are accustomed to working on computers; 
however, there are likely some people who are 
disadvantaged by this mode of testing, and whose 
scores do not reflect their true ability as a result. We 
are not yet at a place in time where all people are 
accustomed to using a computer. As Horkay et al. 
(2006) so aptly point out, “conducting a writing 
assessment in either mode alone may underestimate 
the performance that would have resulted if students 
had been tested using the mode in which they wrote 
best” (p. 1), and this can extend to other subjects that 
require examinees to construct a response. As a result, 
test users should consider offering examinees a choice 
of mode in writing tests. To ensure valid and fair 
testing practices, it may be appropriate to make 
accommodations for examinees who are accustomed 
to writing by hand. 

 Item Content. Based on the studies described in 
previous sections, it appears that another potential 
source of mode effects is the content of an item. This 
has particularly been observed in tests involving graph 
comprehension and mathematics. Recent research by 
Boote et al. (2021) investigated mode effects for a test 
of graph comprehension for MBA students. The test 
contained items referring to a Venn diagram, a 
scatterplot, and a divided bar chart. Although no 
significant differences in overall test scores were 
found, at the item level they observed that students 
scored significantly better on the CBT scatterplot items 
compared to the PBT. Another study involving 
graduate students by Gu et al. (2006) aimed to explain 
DIF in GRE math items by examining item content in 
terms of “a) verbatim page layout; b) mathematical 
notation; c) GRE item classifications; and d) 
mathematical content.” (p. 9). Although the overall raw 
scores did not differ greatly between modes, over 75% 
of the items were flagged for DIF, with some favoring 
the PBT mode, and others favoring the CBT mode. 
Analysis of the item content led Gu et al. (2006) to 
speculate that items involving arithmetic may be more 
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difficult on computer, whereas items involving 
variables and equalities/inequalities may be more 
difficult on paper. They conjectured that examinees 
may use different cognitive approaches when 
responding to items in different modes. Studies of 
large-scale K-12 math tests have found similar results. 
In the math portion of the PARCC assessment, Liu et 
al. (2016) observed that the items most frequently 
flagged for DIF were those requiring examinees to 
draw a graph or show their work. For grades 3-8, more 
items favoured the CBT group, while for high school, 
more items favoured the PBT group. Keng et al. (2008) 
found significant mode differences favoring the PBT 
group in some math items that involved graphing and 
geometric manipulation. They surmised that items 
requiring examinees to draw or label graphs may be 
more difficult on a CBT than a PBT, and that 
transposing graphs onto scratch paper added an 
additional step for CBT examinees that may reduce 
accuracy.  

 Based on the existing research, it seems that for 
tests involving math or graphs, some item content may 
lead to different response processes and performance 
for examinees on computer versus paper. However, it 
is not understood why. Based on a meta-analysis of K-
12 comparability studies, Kingston (2009) suggested 
that responding to math items on a computer requires 
test takers to switch focus between the computer and 
their scratch paper to answer questions, whereas those 
taking the test on paper can do so in the question 
booklet, requiring less change in focus. This may 
explain some of the cases of superior performance on 
PBT items, but not the cases of superior performance 
on CBT items. Further studies on students’ responses 
processes across test delivery modes for different types 
of mathematical content are needed to explain these 
differences so that better computerized tests can be 
created. 

Response Processes 

 Comparability studies can provide valuable insight 
into examinees’ and raters’ response processes. 
Response processes are “the mechanisms that underlie 
what people do, think, or feel when interacting with, 
and responding to, the item or task and are responsible 
for generating observed test score variation” (Hubley 
& Zumbo, 2017, p. 2). Although research on test 
navigation and layout, and item characteristics provide 
insight into response processes, other studies have 

examined response processes more directly in terms of 
examinees’ cognitive processes and raters’ scoring. 

 Cognitive Processes. While the majority of mode 
effects studies focus on the comparability of test scores 
across delivery modes, others have examined the 
comparability of cognitive process for complex tasks 
such as math, reading, and writing. These studies shed 
some light on examinees’ response processes and 
whether they are impacted by testing mode.  

 Examining cognitive processes in math, Johnson 
and Green (2006) analysed primary school students’ 
test scores and written work, and also conducted 
observations and interviews with a subsample of 
students. They found that about one-third of the 
students engaged differently with math items on 
computer versus paper, using slightly different working 
methods depending on the mode. However, overall 
test scores were not significantly different between 
modes. In reading, Kobrin and Young (2003) explored 
the cognitive processes and test taking strategies of 
university students for GRE reading passages using 
think aloud protocols. They found that students 
engaged in the same test taking strategies and most of 
the same cognitive processes regardless of mode. 
Numerous studies in second language writing have 
analyzed writers’ cognitive processes across modes. 
Weir et al. (2007) examined writers processes via a 
questionnaire while taking an EAP writing test and 
found no significant differences in terms of scores or 
cognitive processes. Using the same questionnaire, Jin 
and Yan (2017) investigated the writing processes of 
Chinese students taking the College English Test. 
Although students were found to engage in similar 
cognitive processes when writing on paper and 
computer, they scored significantly higher on the CBT. 
Research by Li (2006) used think aloud protocols with 
university students taking an EAP writing test and 
observed that when examinees wrote on computer, 
they paid greater attention to higher-order thinking 
skills and made significantly more revisions to their 
texts compared to when they wrote by hand. In terms 
of scoring, the CBT and PBT writing tasks received 
similar scores across the analytic rubric domains, 
except for argumentation, in which examinees did 
better on computer than paper. More recently, Chan et 
al. (2018) investigated the writing processes of 
undergraduate students taking an EAP writing test via 
a questionnaire and interviews. Although the 
questionnaire did not reveal differences in writing 
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processes between modes, the interviews highlighted 
some differences. When writing on paper, some 
examinees reported more detailed planning, more 
careful consideration of words and sentence structures, 
and more revisions at the word level; when writing on 
computer, students did not feel the need to start with 
a strict plan, focused more on expressing and 
organizing ideas at the paragraph and sentence level, 
did more revising during and after their writing, and 
made more changes at the sentence and clause level to 
improve coherence. While overall test scores between 
modes were not significantly different, scores in one of 
the rating scale categories (lexical resources) were 
significantly higher when examinees wrote on paper. 

 These studies suggest that examinees may engage 
in similar but slightly different cognitive processes 
when doing math, reading, or writing on computer 
versus paper. In most cases, it seems that these 
variations in processes do not affect performance. 
However, the number of studies on cognitive 
processes is limited, and more research is needed to 
support these findings. What is noteworthy is the 
difference in information produced by questionnaires 
versus think aloud protocols. While the questionnaires 
indicate which processes examinees reported engaging 
in, the think aloud protocols provide more detailed 
information about when these processes occur and 
how often. 

 Raters’ Scoring. The procedures for assigning 
scores should be the same for PBTs and CBTs. For 
objective test formats, where the correct response is 
specified and does not require judgment, the scoring is 
typically not affected by the mode of test 
administration. In contrast, for subjective test formats, 
where a human rater must make a judgment and assign 
a rating, the scoring is more subjective and may be 
affected by the test mode. One risk with paper-based 
versus computer-based subjective test formats, such as 
writing tests, is that a rater may perceive and score the 
same text differently depending on whether it is 
handwritten or typed (Way & Robin, 2016). Several 
studies have compared the assigned ratings on 
handwritten versus typed texts, and have found that 
raters awarded higher scores to handwritten texts (e.g., 
Breland et al., 2005; Powers et al., 1994; Russell & Tao, 
2004), while others have found no significant 
difference in the mean ratings assigned (e.g., Chan et 
al., 2018; Coniam, 2006; Johnson et al., 2010).  

 These conflicting results on raters’ scoring suggest 
that if high-stakes tests are to be administered in dual 
modes, there is the chance that raters’ scoring will be 
biased. To avoid this potential mode effect, it may be 
fairer to have the handwritten texts typed prior to 
being presented to raters.  

Examinee Characteristics 

 Other possible sources of construct-irrelevant 
variance that have been explored are related to 
examinee subgroups. In particular, the effects of 
examinees’ computer skills and demographic 
characteristics have been examined in various mode 
effects studies. 

 Computer Skills. Some of the most commonly 
investigated sources of construct-irrelevant variance 
are examinees’ computer skills. Computer skills have 
been conceptualized differently in the literature (e.g., 
computer familiarity, computer use, hands-on skills) 
and measured differently (e.g., questionnaires, hands-
on exercises, or a combination of the two). 
Nonetheless, it is logical to presume that a person’s 
computer skills could affect their performance on a 
CBT. If a person has little experience with computers, 
they may perform less well on a CBT than a PBT. The 
opposite would likely be true for a person with 
advanced computer skills. Moreover, it is reasonable to 
presume that computer skills would affect 
performance on CR items more than SR items since 
the former require word processing skills and the latter 
involve basic interaction with a mouse, keyboard, 
touchscreen, or touchpad. Thus, in addition to the 
construct intended to be measured, computer skills 
may also be reflected in an examinee’s test score. 

 Some studies of tests that contained primarily SR 
items have found that prior computer use did not 
contribute to performance differences between PBTs 
and CBTs (e.g. Higgins et al., 2005, 2010), while other 
studies of tests that contained both selected and 
constructed response items have noted that increased 
computer familiarity was associated with higher CBT 
scores (e.g., Bennett et al., 2008; Chan et al., 2018; 
Goldberg & Pedulla, 2002; Horkay et al., 2006; Jin & 
Yan, 2017; Sandene et al., 2005). It is worth noting that 
most of these studies provided tutorials to examinees 
prior to test administration to familiarize them with the 
CBT interface.  

 Based on the existing research, it seems that test 
performance may depend on the degree of computer 
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skills required to respond to the test items. In tests that 
are primarily SR or that require a very short CR, the 
potential effect of computer skills can likely be 
mitigated by providing a tutorial on the CBT interface 
and the opportunity to practice. However, for tests that 
require moderate or extended written responses, the 
demands are different and require greater word 
processing skills; thus, for such tests, computer skills 
can have a greater impact on performance. Therefore, 
if transitioning from PBT to CBT administration, it is 
important to consider the demands of the CBT items 
and examines’ computer skills. Only then can 
appropriate measures be taken to ensure the validity of 
test score interpretations and fairness to examinees. 

 Demographics. Another examinee characteristic 
that is often investigated in mode effects studies is 
demographics, in particular gender and race/ethnicity. 
Numerous studies have examined either one or both 
of these demographic characteristics and found no 
significant interactions with mode of test delivery (e.g., 
Bennett et al., 2008; Horkay et al., 2006; Kroehne et al., 
2019; Randall et al., 2012; Sandene et al., 2005; Steedle 
et al., 2020). However, a few studies have noted 
significant differences in terms of gender (e.g., Boote 
et al., 2021; Hamhuis et al., 2020) or race/ethnicity 
(e.g., Chen et al., 2011; Gallagher et al., 2002). 
However, there do not appear to be obvious patterns 
related to test subject or item type. 

 

Summary 

 Table 1 provides a summary of the findings of this 
literature review of mode effects studies in education 
over the past 30 years. What is clear from these results 
is that it is misguided to assume that performance is 
comparable across modes; thus, when tests are offered 
in both CBT and PBT modes, or when scores from 
CBTs adapted from PBTs are to be compared, 
research should be conducted to support the validity 
of score interpretations across modes. Moreover, these 
mode effects studies provide test developers with 
important considerations and best practices when 
adapting PBTs for CBT administration. 

 

Discussion 

 Because differences across testing modes are 
inevitable, potential sources of construct irrelevant 

variance should be identified and investigated. As 
Lenhard et al. (2017) point out “the extent that a 
measure is invariant across test media depends on the 
specific measure in question, the participants, and the 
software and hardware used for testing.” (p. 429). The 
aforementioned studies examined the most commonly 
identified potential sources of mode effects. However, 
there are certainly more sources that could be 
examined. It seems that as more potential sources of 
mode effects are identified, or the more researchers 
speculate as to possible causes of mode effects, more 
investigation is needed. Furthermore, as computers 
have become more prevalent in our lives, it is worth re-
examining findings from older studies to see what 
results remain consistent, and those that may have 
changed. As Clariana and Wallace (2002) advise, “As 
students become as familiar with computer-based 
testing as they are with paper-based testing, the test 
mode effect should decrease or disappear” (p. 599). 
Computers have become increasingly used in our daily 
lives. Thus, it begs the question: do the findings of 
studies from 30, 20, 10 or even 5 years ago still hold 
true today? More up-to-date research on some of these 
findings would be valuable. 

 Even after decades of studies on the comparability 
of PBTs and CBTs, many questions remain. The 
studies that either suggested or investigated scrolling as 
a source of error in CBTs are over 15 years old. Now 
that so many people are accustomed to using electronic 
devices such as computers, tablets, and cell phones, it 
seems reasonable to imagine that scrolling may no 
longer be an issue. Hence, does scrolling through a 
stimulus and items still disadvantage some CBT 
examinees, or have most people become accustomed 
to this type of navigation? Is paging still advantageous 
over scrolling, or have people become more 
accustomed to reading on screens? If some people are 
still disadvantaged by scrolling, who are they? 

 It would also be useful to understand why some 
item formats function differently across modes. For 
short CR items, is it a matter of item presentation, 
computer skills, rater bias, or changes in response 
processes? In many studies, these sources of mode 
effects are not disentangled. For writing tests, it is 
unclear why, in some instances, writers who produce 
longer texts and spend more time editing and revising 
texts composed on computer do not always score 
significantly higher than when composing on paper. If 
CBT and PBT scores are similar, is it because the  
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Table 1. Summary of Findings from Mode Effects Studies in Education 

Potential Source of Mode Effects Findings 

Test Navigation and Layout 

Item review No significant mode effects have been found. 

Permitting item review is encouraged to improve the validity of score 
interpretations and examinees’ test taking experience. 

Scrolling through stimulus and 
items 

Scrolling through a stimulus and items may result in mode effects that 
disadvantage CBT examinees. 

Scrolling versus paging Permitting paging rather than scrolling in a CBT interface may reduce a 
source of error. 

Scrolling through item options CBT items that require examinees to scroll through options seem 
particularly prone to mode effects. 

Item Characteristics 

Item format SR items tend to be less susceptible to mode effects than CR items.  

Writing tests Writing test performance differences may be attributable to computer skills 
and/or congruence of learning and testing. 

Item content For tests involving math or graphs, some item content may lead to 
different response processes and performance for examinees on computer 
versus paper. 

Response Processes  

Cognitive processes Examinees may engage in similar but slightly different cognitive processes 
when doing math, reading, or writing on computer versus paper. In most 
cases, these variations in processes do not affect performance. 

Raters’ scoring Mixed results suggest raters’ scoring of handwritten versus typed texts may 
be biased, so measures should be taken to reduce the bias. 

Examinee Characteristics 

Computer skills Test performance may depend on the degree of computer skills required to 
respond to the test items.  

Providing a tutorial on the CBT interface can mitigate the effect of 
computer skills for SR and short CR items.  

Because computer skills seem to have a greater impact on extended CR 
items, understanding the demands of CR items and examinees’ computer 
skills is necessary. 

Demographics Studies have found mixed results on the interaction between mode of 
testing and gender and race/ethnicity. 

 

differences in analytic rubric domains cancel them out? 
Does using a holistic rubric make a difference? Also, 
why do most examinees write more on computer than 
paper? Is it related to congruence of learning and 

testing? If some people write better on paper, why is 
that?   

 In terms of item content, more research on math 
items and graphs would be useful. It is still unclear why 
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some math, algebra, geometry, graph items function 
differently across modes. Is it the presentation, the 
response processes required, the tools available, or 
something else altogether?  

 Finally, in terms of examinee characteristics, the 
impact of computer skills is likely different today than 
even 5 years ago. Thus, is there a difference in 
computer skills depending on other factors, such as 
age, or type of computer use (e.g., gamers versus basic 
users)? It is important to keep in mind that different 
regions of the world, and even different regions within 
wealthy nations, have different access to computers, so 
it would be useful to understand who may still be 
disadvantaged by CBTs. 

 In reviewing the literature on comparability 
studies, one recurring weakness was the lack of 
description provided. Many mode effects studies seek 
to identify sources in the test administration procedure 
that contribute to differences in PBT and CBT scores. 
However, there are numerous potential sources that 
need to be controlled in order to disentangle their 
contributions to performance differences (Kroehne et 
al., 2019). As a result, it is important that researchers 
describe their test administration procedure in enough 
detail so that readers can decide whether aspects of the 
testing context were controlled sufficiently to make 
claims about sources of mode effects. As the AERA et 
al. (2014) state “the conditions under which the data 
were collected should be described in enough detail 
that users can judge the relevance of the statistical 
findings to local conditions” (p. 26). There are a large 
number of comparability studies that lack sufficient 
information for readers to judge the relevance of their 
findings, particularly with regards to classroom testing. 
In many cases, information about study design and the 
tests themselves are lacking or missing entirely, putting 
into question the appropriateness of the comparison 
and accuracy of the results. Thus, future comparability 
studies should provide sufficient description of the 
study design and the tests being compared in order for 
readers to judge the relevance of their findings. Better 
and more controlled research is needed to understand 
what the potential sources of mode effects are and why 
they impact test performance. 

 Technology has evolved considerably over the past 
30 years and is even very different today than 10 years 
ago. This evolution will undoubtedly continue into the 
future, as will the meaning of a computer or electronic 

device as we understand it today. The same can be said 
for the field of testing and assessment; it is changing 
quickly as technology and world events develop. As 
such, we need to rethink what is considered an 
adaptation of a test and when we need to be concerned 
about it. For instance, will a test adapted from a 
computer or laptop to a tablet require a comparability 
study? Would a tablet-based test that incorporates a 
keyboard and mouse be different than one that 
incorporates a touch screen and stylus? Perhaps it is 
more about the similarity in the test users’ experience 
than the type of device when taking tests in different 
modes. The distinction of what is considered an 
adaptation will need to be clarified as new 
computerized devices become available. 
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